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Horary astrology is a branch of astrology that responds to precise questions in a quick,
simple, trustable manner. Horary astrology is becoming increasingly appreciated by
those who are passionate for the sector and causes curiosity in the lovers of cardreading because of the numerous questions that it can answer. The author makes the
text very original, exposing his own believes and rules for reading with clarity and
synthesis, mentioning only those that, in his experience, are valid, thereby making it
easy the learning process for the reader, who very frequently gets confused among the
various notions dictated in the manuals of more than three hundred pages. The text
was written very carefully even in the aspect related to the people with very few bases
of astrology. In 119 pages, the lector will learn the rules to practice with horary
astrology and more than fifteen actual illustrative examples. Antares Stanislas he
practices astrology for more than twenty years.
Among the violent personalities of the High Renaissance, Lucrezia Borgia is chiefly
remembered as a raven-haired poisoner.
Presenting the stories of Zeus and Europa, Theseus and Ariadne, the birth of Athens
and the fall of Troy, in all their variants, Calasso also uncovers the distant origins of
secrets and tragedy, virginity, and rape. "A perfect work like no other. (Calasso) has recreated . . . the morning of our world."--Gore Vidal. 15 engravings.
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Luigi Tansillo is one of the most interesting and representative of the Petrarchist poets
active in Naples during the mid-sixteenth century. This study reconsiders his substantial
lyric corpus from a variety of perspectives, opening with a survey of the textual tradition
and previous critical work on his verse. Four of Tansillo's lyric collections are examined
in depth, and read from narrative and thematic points of view. Particular emphasis is
placed on the evolution of the collections, by exploring the ways in which very different
types of narrative implying different underlying poetics can be constructed using often
identical poems. Parallel to this is a consideration of Tansillo's place within the broader
literary historical context, and his use of verse as a political and ideological tool in the
service of the Spanish viceroy of Naples. These detailed studies of individual poetic
sequences are complemented by an analysis of Tansillo's poetic language within the
context of Neapolitan reactions to the questione della lingua, and of his contribution to
creating a fixed iconology for the representation of jealousy in the Renaissance and
Baroque lyric.
This highly engaging volume by one of Korea’s leading scholars of comparative
provides a valuable introduction to centuries-old beliefs, myths and folk tales relating to
Cosmology and Flood, Birth and Agriculture, Messengers of the Underworld, Shamans,
Disease, Good Fortune, Love and Family, Gods of Village Shrines, and Heroes.
'The Secrets of the Lenormand Oracle' provides readers with indispensable
contemporary guidelines to easily understand the 36 little cards. With a new intuitive 'no
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layout' interpretation system, beginners can now easily access the divination power of
the deck. This modern and detailed guide answers all your questions regarding 'how to'
perform amazingly accurate readings. Through the revelation of the book's 7 secrets,
readers can learn how to predict matters of love, career, money and past lives in a
professional manner. Whether you are new to the oracle or an experienced Lenormand
devotee, this instant classic encompasses all the tools required to master these
esoteric cards in order to unveil the future.
Women and the Great War focuses on women's experiences during the period of
violent conflict - the Great War. It examines the role of women as peace activists as
well as their role in the military and support services. Source materials, including
historical documents, photographs and cartoons, together with student activities, are
used to focus the reader on the way violent conflict altered women's traditional roles.

This is the first unexpurgated English edition of Curzio Malaparte’s legendary
work The Skin. The book begins in 1943, with Allied forces cementing their grip
on the devastated city of Naples. The sometime Fascist and ever-resourceful
Curzio Malaparte is working with the Americans as a liaison officer. He looks
after Colonel Jack Hamilton, “a Christian gentleman . . . an American in the
noblest sense of the word,” who speaks French and cites the classics and holds
his nose as the two men tour the squalid streets of a city in ruins where liberation
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is only another word for desperation. Veterans of the disbanded Italian army beg
for work. A rare specimen from the city’s famous aquarium is served up at a
ceremonial dinner for high Allied officers. Prostitution is rampant. The smell of
death is everywhere. Subtle, cynical, evasive, manipulative, unnerving, always
astonishing, Malaparte is a supreme artist of the unreliable, both the product and
the prophet of a world gone rotten to the core.
This Book Deals At Length With The Myths And Legends Pertaining To Various
Kinds Of Celestial, Aerial And Terrestrial Demonical Beings And Demon Lore
Found In The Vedas, Buddhist, Jain, Epic And Puranic Sources. It Demonstrates
How They Have Been Subjected Under Diverse Historical Conditions To The
Processes Of Social, Religious And Cultural Transformations.
True to its original form, this antique oracle has survived the centuries virtually
intact! Once used by cartomants throughout Europe, these simple yet meaningful
cards continue to spark intuition and personal insights today. Publisher Review:
The Sibilla Oracle Cards may not interest some of you because it's not a
standard Tarot. If so, you're going to be missing out on a great combination.
Before I explain what I mean by that, let's look at the cards themselves. This
deck of cards is smaller in size than most Tarot decks. It's less thick because it
has only 52 cards, like a pack of playing cards, and the dimensions of each card
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are those of a card for playing bridge. That makes this deck much easier to carry
around than any deck other than the postage stamp size decks that some may
consider too small for practical use. Like a deck of playing card, this oracle is
divided into four suits, diamonds, clubs, hearts and spades, each with ten pip
cards and three court cards. If you're bored, you could play solitaire with this
deck. There are two major differences between this deck and regular playing
cards. First, every card has a pictorial image. The style appears to be 18th
century line drawings overpainted with very intense watercolors so that the lines
show through. Most of us are familiar with the pale pastel watercolors of our
youth, but these colors feature deep earth tones of green, brown, orange, and
surprisingly bright and rich red. The backgrounds are washes of pale yellow.
There are no blues to be found. The upper left corner gives an image of the
matching standard playing card. . . read more.
La chiave per il successo è la conoscenza. Questo manuale ha lo scopo di
essere una guida pratica attraverso il mondo della colorazione dei capelli, ricco di
contenuti utili per approfondire o migliorare il proprio sapere. Imparerete a saper
affrontare in modo semplice ogni situazione vi si ponga davanti grazie a formule,
tabelle, esempi ed esperimenti.
Combining close textual readings with a broad theoretical perspective, Gender,
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Narrative, and Dissonance in the Modern Italian Novel is a study of the ways in
which gender shapes the principal characters and narratives of seven important
Italian novels of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, from Alessandro
Manzoni’s I promessi sposi (1827) to Elsa Morante’s Aracoeli (1982). Silvia
Valisa’s innovative approach focuses on the tensions between the characters
and the gender ideologies that surround them, and the ways in which this
dissonance exposes the ideological and epistemological structures of the modern
novel. A provocative account of the intersection between gender, narrative, and
epistemology that draws on the work of Georg Lukács, Barbara Spackman, and
Teresa de Lauretis, this volume offers an intriguing new approach to investigating
the nature of fiction.
Combines theme and genre analysis in a study of the Italian author, from her first
literary writings in the 1930s to her novels in the 1990s.
Le Corti d'Amore, anche note come La Nuova Cartomanzia, sono carte da
divinazione che appartengono alla categoria delle Sibille. La caratteristica che le
differenzia da tutti gli altri mazzi, Tarocchi compresi, la loro spiccata vocazione
ai consulti sentimentali. Purtroppo, per, sebbene Le Corti d'Amore siano
diffusissime fra gli appassionati di cartomanzia, la letteratura che le riguarda
carente e inadeguata, perch ricalca, non senza forzature, studi originariamente
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pensati per La Vera Sibilla. Lo scopo di questo libro colmare tale lacuna,
consentendo agli aspiranti cartomanti di avvicinarsi in modo semplice e
divertente all'arte della divinazione con le Sibille Corti d'Amore.
‘Rewriting’ is one of the most crucial but at the same time one of the most elusive concepts of
literary scholarship. In order to contribute to a further reassessment of such a notion, this
volume investigates a wide range of medieval and early modern literary transformations,
especially focusing on texts (and contexts) of Italian and French Renaissance literature. The
first section of the book, "Rewriting", gathers essays which examine medieval and early
modern rewritings while also pointing out the theoretical implications raised by such texts. The
second part, "Rewritings in Early Modern Literature", collects contributions which account for
different practices of rewriting in the Italian and French Renaissance, for instance by analysing
dynamics of repetition and duplication, verbatim reproduction and free reworking, textual
production and authorial self-fashioning, alterity and identity, replication and multiplication. The
volume strives at shedding light on the complexity of the relationship between early modern
and ancient literature, perfectly summed up in the motto written by Pietro Aretino in a letter to
his friend the painter Giulio Romano in 1542: "Essere modernamente antichi e anticamente
moderni".
A Tantric system of divination based on the work of Nik Douglas in the Ranipur Jharial Temple
of Orissa, India. Penny Slinger created the series of 65 full-color cards with surrealistic images,
Includes Celtic Cross and Tree of Life charts.
The Flame (1900) is a novel by Gabriele D’Annunzio. Inspired by the author’s interpretation of
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the work of Friedrich Nietzsche and Walter Pater, The Flame is a semi-autobiographical
account of the end of D’Annunzio’s relationship with famed actress Eleonora Dusa.
Considered a central text of Italian Decadentism, the novel has earned comparisons to the
work of Oscar Wilde and Joris-Karl Huysmans. “With an all-comprehensive glance, she looked
around at all the beauty of this last twilight of September. In the dark wells of her eyes were
reflected the circles of light made by the oar as it flashed in the water, which was illuminated by
the glittering angels that shone from afar on the campaniles of San Marco and San Giorgio
Maggiore.” Venice, a symbol of the Renaissance, is changing. The churches and canals of old
remain, but an era of cultural achievement is coming to a close. As the public anticipates the
death of legendary composer Richard Wagner, who has taken to his deathbed at the palace of
Ca’ Vendramin Calergi, Stelio Effrena dreams of establishing his reputation as one of Italy’s
greatest poets. Filled with theories of art and philosophies of life, possessing an undeniable
mastery of language, he nevertheless feels uninspired by his muse, the aging actress La
Foscarina. Meditative and introspective, The Flame has attracted praise for its portrayal of
nineteenth century Venice, a city seemingly lost in time. With a beautifully designed cover and
professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of Gabriele D’Annunzio’s The Flame is a
classic work of Italian literature reimagined for modern readers.
"This survey traces the development of portrait painting in Northern and Southern Europe
during the Renaissance, when the genre first flourished. Both regions developed their own
distinct styles and techniques, but each was influenced by the other. Focusing on the
relationship between artists of the north and south, renowned specialists analyse the notion of
likeness - at that time based not only on accurate reference to posterity, but incorporating all
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aspects of human life, including propaganda, power,courtship, love, family, ambition and
hierarchy. Essays and individual catalogue entries present new research on works by some of
the greatest portraitists of the period, including Giovanni Bellini, Sandro Botticelli, Lucas
Cranach, Albrecht Durer, Jan van Eyck, Hans Holbein and Titan, all magnificently
illustrated."--Jacket.
Towards the end of her life, the French philosopher and mystic Simone Weil (1909-43) was
working on a tragedy, Venice Saved. Appearing here in English for the first time, this play
explores the realisation of Weil's own thoughts on tragedy. A figure of affliction, a central theme
in Weil's religious metaphysics, the central character offers a unique insight into Weil's broader
philosophical interest in truth and justice, and provides a fresh perspective on the wider
conception of tragedy itself. The play depicts the plot by a group of Spanish mercenaries to
sack Venice in 1618 and how it fails when one conspirator, Jaffier, betrays them to the
Venetian authorities, because he feels compassion for the city's beauty. The edition includes
notes on the play by the translators as well as introductory material on: the life of Weil; the
genesis and purport of the play; Weil and the tragic; the issues raised by translating Venice
Saved. With additional suggestions for further reading, the volume opens up an area of interest
and research: the literary Weil.
Learn Lenormand in Seven Days!Author Andrea Green boils down her extensive experience
with the original Lenormand deck and presents these essential seven steps for you to learn
Lenormand in just one week. Andrea has worked with author Tali Goodwin who gave her
exclusive access to the research that brought about the revival in Lenormand card reading.
Now you can share - for the first time - the true interpretations and all the card meanings in one
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place!This easy-to-follow booklet combines the earliest sources of fortune-telling by cards with
the latest methods of teaching. It will give you the easiest and fastest way to read Lenormand
cards with confidence.As an experienced reader, you can also use this book as an essential
reference guide to historical and contemporary card meanings. You are about to learn
Lenormand from the first roots of the tradition to the latest branches!To develop your work
even further, join the Tarot Association at www.tarotassociation.net.
Leggere Le Sibille Corti D'Amore

Written by Europe’s first professional woman writer, The Treasure of the City of Ladies
offers advice and guidance to women of all ages and from all levels of medieval society,
from royal courtiers to prostitutes. It paints an intricate picture of daily life in the courts
and streets of fifteenth-century France and gives a fascinating glimpse into the practical
considerations of running a household, dressing appropriately and maintaining a
reputation in all circumstances. Christine de Pizan’s book provides a valuable
counterbalance to male accounts of life in the middle ages and demonstrates, often
with dry humour, how a woman’s position in society could be made less precarious by
following the correct etiquette.
This full color edition is a carefully researched and insightful guide to the meanings and
interpretation of the Gypsy Oracle Cards. While being respectful of the traditional
meanings, this book provides expanded modern definitions to help the reader address
today's questions about love, relationships, family, work, business and career. This
book will help both beginners and experienced card readers develop a deeper
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understanding of the insights that the Gypsy Oracle Cards reveal.
For over 150 years, fortune tellers in Europe and Brazil have cherished the Petit
Lenormand method for its ability to answer questions on love, family, wealth, career,
health and even pets! In this complete and illustrated guide, written by Andy
Boroveshengra, who authored the first English courses on the Petit Lenormand, the
whole method is explained in easy to understand English. This new edition has been
revised and expanded. Topics include the method of distance and direction. With this
text, you can learn two practical versions of the famous Grand Tableau, how to
describe people and the real meanings of the suits and how they can be utilised in
readings. Others spreads include yes and no, fans of five and nine, the pyramid and the
3 x 3. Nothing is left out. Nothing is half explained.
Historically-inspired oracle deck.
The creation of this manual wants providing a practical guide through the Pilates
method that helps patients with breast cancer to achieve complete psycho-physical
recovery. The creation of this manual wants providing a practical guide through the
Pilates method that helps patients with breast cancer to achieve complete psychophysical recovery. The benefits that are obtained through the application of the Pilates
method are many and valid. They guide each patient on the path to recovering their
daily quality of life. The improvement of the mobility of the operated side, the muscular
rebalancing, the improvement of posture and breathing, are the main objectives that
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can be achieved with this planning. The manual is aimed at everyone, even nonprofessionals, and will provide guidelines to optimize the benefits of the method. For
this reason we will present the inventor Joseph Pilates and the Michael King school,
recognized all over the world. Knowing the principles on which the method is based is
of fundamental importance to perform the exercises with precision, fluidity and
effectiveness. The interested parties will also be treated at an anatomical level by
exposing the fundamental notions to better understand the reason for the choice of
exercises. In the final part of the manual we will discuss how with the Pilates method
diversified work phases can be organized, useful for achieving full recovery. Starting
from simple exercises with the application of the principles of the method and
developing, in the subsequent phases, motor challenges, we will improve all skills:
control, stability, mobility, strength and balance. The psychological, emotional side, as
well as depression, will also benefit, thus offering a new, more positive, approach to life.
Laura Rapuzzi, ISEF graduate with 110 cum laude, for 40 years in the world of fitness;
university teacher in sports science, she has perfected in recent years with Michael
King's MK Pilates school, with whom she collaborates as a referent in Italy for several
courses. He will discuss the potential of the Pilates method as a recovery tool for those
who have undergone breast surgery. Simone Zanelli, Motor Sciences Brescia has been
in the fitness and Pilates sector for years, collaborating with the MK school of which he
is tutor, he will develop together with Laura, the rehabilitation and functional part of
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Pilates applied to this series. In detail, Dr. Carol Pileggi, Emergency Doctor, specialist
in Oncological Radiotherapy, as well as practitioner of the method and Pilates
Instructor, will deal with the clinical aspects of breast cancer, from the anatomical
constitution of the district concerned to the diagnosis to possible interventions based on
the case and therapies, also touching the emotional as well as psychic sphere put to a
severe test by the disease, whatever its evolution. Thank you for taking the time and
getting ready to read this manual.
Raffaello Borghini's Il Riposo (1584) is the most widely known Florentine document on
the subject of the Counter-Reformation content of religious paintings. Despite its
reputation as an art-historical text, this is the first English-language translation of Il
Riposo to be published. A distillation of the art gossip that was a feature of the Medici
Grand Ducal court, Borghini's treatise puts forth simple criteria for judging the quality of
a work of art. Published sixteen years after the second edition of Giorgio Vasari's Vite,
the text that set the standard for art-historical writing during the period, Il Riposo
focuses on important issues that Vasari avoided, ignored, or was oblivious to. Picking
up where Vasari left off, Borghini deals with artists who came after Michaelangelo and
provides more comprehensive descriptions of artists who Vasari only touched upon
such as Tintoretto, Veronese, Barocci, and the artists of Francesco I's Studiolo. This
text is also invaluable as a description of the mid-sixteenth century reaction against the
style of the 'maniera,' which stressed the representation of self-consciously convoluted
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figures in complicated works of art. The first art treatise specifically directed toward nonpractitioners, Il Riposo gives unique insight into the early stages of art history as a
discipline, late Renaissance art and theory, and the Counter-Reformation in Italy.
An introduction to the Italian culture that profoundly influenced the Romans illuminates
the remains of the Etruscan civilization, presenting one thousand full-color photographs
that capture the art and artifacts of the ancient Etruscan culture.
"Intentions By Oscar Wilde was published in 1891 when Wilde was at the height of his
form, these brilliant essays on art, literature, criticism, and society display the
flamboyant poseur's famous wit and wide learning. A leading spokesman for the
English Aesthetic movement, Wilde promoted art for art's sake against critics who
argued that art must serve a moral purpose. On every page of this collection the gifted
literary stylist admirably demonstrates not only that the characteristics of art are
""distinction, charm, beauty, and imaginative power, but also that criticism itself can be
raised to an art form possessing these very qualities.In the opening essay, Wilde
laments the decay of Lying as an art, a science, and a social pleasure. He takes to task
modern literary realists like Henry James and Emile Zola for their ""monstrous worship
of facts"" and stifling of the imagination. What makes art wonderful, he says, is that it is
absolutely indifferent to fact, invents, imagines, dreams, and keeps between herself and
reality the impenetrable barrier of beautiful style, of decorative or ideal treatment."
This text provides a major study for all those working in the fields of 16th- and 17thPage 14/15
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century political and social thought.
Un bel mattino passeggiavo con mio padre, secondo il nostro costume; eravamo
inseparabili; s'egli andava in un luogo senza di me, di lì a un poco mi vedeano
spuntare; parea che sapessi di doverlo perdere così presto. Ero in su que' bei
diciott'anni, e su que' bei colli veronesi. La strada che talora serviva di letto al torrente,
serpeggiava profonda, sassosa, sdrucciola, tutta segnata sulla creta, dalle unghie fesse
delle pecore, e dalle scarpe ferrate dei montanari. Due file di càrpini e di querce
scapitozzate con macchie di rovi legate insieme da volubili madriselve sorgevano
ombrose sull'alto delle due ripe, più a guisa di parete che di siepe, lasciando cadere dai
cigli corrosi le pendole barbe delle radici nude.
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